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Complaint comments

I entered into an agreement for Freedom Center to accept my son (b)(6) into a drug rehabilitation program. I paid to fly him there and gave them

credit card information to put $5000 down to get the process started. The Freedom Center then emailed a contract to me to read over, sign and

return. Before I could do this my son managed to reach me by phone (he had to slip security and use a borrowed phone card) and told me I was

&quot;wasting my money, this is nothing like I was told&quot;. He relayed his observations to me which consisted of &quot;lack of supervision,

dirty walls and floors,unclean shower and lavatory facilities, broken/cracked windows and a total lack of communication between the staff

concerning scheduled interviews, doctor visits, and prescribed medicine dispersal&quot;.   I immediatley got on line and contacted several public

information sites in Albion (chamber of commerce,better business bureau,attorney generals office) and asked about the Freedom Center and found

there were numerous complaints about the exact things my son told me about, as well as some alledged tie to Scientolog. I then requested and

organized a conference call with a staff member (J.J) and my son and asked direct questions concerning the aforementioned issues.  I was not

convinced by J.J. that all was well and I immediately requested (with my son listening) that my son be taken to the airport so he could return

home.  It took three follow up phone calls to get the results I wanted. Each time a different person, each time totally unaware my situation. I
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finally weasled my way to the &quot;highest supervisor available&quot; and was allowed to speak with Michelle Darrel. I then was able to

arrange transportation and airline fares.  I asked and was told to contact Michelle Warner to inquire about any reimbursements. I did contact her

receptionist (who would not let me speak with her, she was in a meeting) February 28th at 11:01 a.m. By this time I was a pretty demanding and

unpleasant person to deal with, but miraculously, each individual question I asked was answered after a brief disconnection on the line. I was told

that my &quot;student spending account&quot; would be returned in full.  I replied that I was more interested in the $5000 down payment that

they had. The receptionist then replied (after a pause) that that would be refunded also.   We will see.  The combined airfare was $1128.40, plus

the $5000 down payment totals $6128.40    Sincerely,  (b)(6)
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